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Agile, DevOps, cloud deployment, microservices, and  

open source have all dramatically accelerated  

application delivery and complexity. Today’s security  

teams depend on a collection of point security  tools 

and siloed manual processes to keep pace with 

development teams and ensure software is released 

securely. This leaves  them struggling to gain the 

visibility, insight, &  scale they need to identify and 

protect the  always changing and growing application 

risk surface.

The ArmorCode AppSecOps platform provides security teams with the insight, agility, and 

cross-team collaboration needed to build, deliver, and scale an effective and efficient AppSec 

program across the entire organization and DevSecOps pipeline. 

Scale security success 
across  the organization by 
creating shared SLAs and 

ensuring that the right 
teams get contextualized 

issues seamlessly within 
their existing workflows.

See and correlate your 
security issues across your 

tooling with business 
context in one unified 

platform, no matter your 
security tooling or 

infrastructure

Eliminate manual, 
repetitive, and low value 

work across development, 
security, and operations 
teams through process 

and workflow automation
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Unifying application security and vulnerability
management with ArmorCode

ArmorCode AppSecOps - 
Supercharge your security team’s impact

Get a complete picture 
of risk, prioritized

Keep pace with 
software development

Collaborate with 
developers, at scale



With 150+ integrations, 
ArmorCode ingests findings from 

your security tooling and 
infrastructure, and normalizes 
and de-dupes them to deliver 

comprehensive view of your 
security posture and coverage

Group similar findings and 
correlate them with 

business context and 
threat intelligence to 

accurately prioritize risks 
across your application 

and infrastructure.

ArmorCode's intelligent application security platform gives us unified visibility into 
AppSec postures and automates complex DevSecOps workflows. As a result, we are 

able to save significant time and effort.
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See how ArmorCode can help you scale your Application Security program visit - armorcode.com
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Break down security 
silos with Intelligent 

Data Graph 

Prioritize your risks with 
Adaptive Risk Scoring

Manage and  track 
cross-team SLAs & 

automate DevSecOps  
workflows to 

effectively  “shift left” 
and scale AppSec  

success  

Move faster with 
No-Code DevSecOps 

Workflow & SLA  
Automation

Elevate tribal knowledge  
within the development 

team  to scale best 
practices to all  

developers and AppSec  
team members

Improve remediation 
effectiveness with the 

Adaptive  Knowledge Base

-Aaron Peck, Chief Information Security Officer, Shutterfly


